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Road Deactivation Overview 
Assessment - On-shore TFL 41 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

1.0 INTRODUCTION 

Madrone Environmental Services Ltd. was retained by West Fraser Mills Ltd. 
(Skeena Sawmills Division) to perform an overview hazard assessment of the 
existing hazards and present condition of non-status roads1 in the on-shore road 
networks of Tree Farm License (TFL) 41. These non-status roads have been 
subject to various past treatments including deactivation conducted under Forest 
Renewal BC-funded projects managed by a committee headed by the Haisla 
Nation.  Victoria Stevens, B.Sc., G.I.T of Madrone, Andrew Blix and Dino Diana 
of West Fraser Mills Ltd spent 6 hours flying the road networks by helicopter on 
October 20, 2009. 
 
The specific objectives of the project included: 
 

 Assess effectiveness of past road deactivation works 

 Assess hazards and risks associated with existing status of road networks  

 To identify areas where further road deactivation works would address 
continued road-related stability and water issues 

 Prioritize areas of concern for future road deactivation projects.  

                                                 
1 Please note that West Fraser Mills hold no obligations / liabilities for the non-status roads assessed in this 

report. 
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2.0 PHYSICAL SETTING  

2.1 Area of Interest 

TFL 41 is situated in the Kalum Forest District and encompasses terrain located 
on both sides of the Kitimat River valley and side tributaries. The total land base 
for TFL 41 is 1 019 740 hectares. 
 
We only assessed the non-status/closed permitted road networks in the “on-
shore” portion of the TFL, which is roughly the northern half of the TFL2. The 
drainages under assessment included the Schulbackhand, Chist, Kitimat, Hirsch, 
Hunter, McKay, Bolton, Bowbyes, Dahl, Wedeene, Raley, Coldwater drainages, 
as well as some small side tributaries to these larger creeks and rivers. 

3.0 METHODS 

We systematically flew along each road network in each of the identified 
drainages. We assessed roads that are no longer under an active road permit. 
Many if not all of the roads have been at least partially deactivated.  
 
The intent of road deactivation is to restore or modify natural surface and 
subsurface drainage patterns to minimize the hazard of mass wasting and erosion. 
Deactivation works were designed to modify the road prisms so that, where 
reasonably possible, there would be a low residual risk from road-related slope 
failures to downslope resources. 
 
Past deactivation works included removing drainage structures and bridges, 
pulling back fillslope material, restoring streams, installing cross-ditches and 
waterbars and restricting public and private access to the road networks. From 
the helicopter, we were able to perform an overview assessment of the 
effectiveness of the past deactivation works in terms of water management, 
terrain stability, and residual risk to downslope resources. Wherever possible, we 
noted areas of instability, tension cracks, standing water or poor road drainage, 
and intensity of previous deactivation works. 
 
An overlying concern for almost all of the road networks is the question of 
accessibility. In many cases, bridges have been removed or are not safe for use, 

                                                 
2 “on-shore” refers to the areas of the TFL accessible by road from Terrace or Kitimat as opposed to the southern portion 

of the TFL which is only accessible by water or by air 
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and so accessing road networks for further deactivation work would be difficult, 
potentially very costly and in some cases, dangerous to workers. 
 
Wherever possible, I have noted if the site is accessible, but I refrained from 
factoring the issue of accessibility into determining the priority areas for future 
deactivation works. 
 
Access remains a highly significant factor in determining the priority of future 
work. West Fraser staff are much more familiar than I am with to the practical 
challenges of regaining access to sites and therefore are better suited to 
determining where deactivation funds will be most efficiently spent. 
 

4.0 RESULTS 

Table 1 in Appendix A contains a breakdown of road conditions, residual hazards 
and risks, downslope resources impacted by hazards, recommended priority 
status and predicted works required on the roads. 
 
The following is a summary of the observations made during the overview flight, 
according to watershed: 
 
 Schulbackhand Creek: there are existing water management problems in the 

form of standing water on the roads (specifically 3-0-6) and cross-ditches 
that are not fully draining. As well, certain sections of roads have been buried 
by debris originating from upslope gullies; this could interfere with existing 
road drainage. However, the roads are located on bedrock-controlled low-
gradient slopes on which the risk of landsliding is low. Accordingly, this 
renders further deactivation a low priority. 

 Chist: the roads have been partially deactivated. However, I observed at least 
one culvert remaining in the mainline road (3-3-7 through 14), a bridge 
remaining over a steep, high-energy creek on Road 3-3-13 and some failures 
originating from below the road. I also observed some standing water on the 
road running surface, and cross-ditches and/or waterbars that were not fully 
draining. However in most cases, the terrain has a low terrain stability hazard. 
Branch Road 3-3-15 appeared to have extensive tension cracks and slumping 
of the road prism, which appears to be the result of post-harvest burning. It 
appears that the road has been deactivated already, but the extensive cracking 
could indicate future instability. On the south side of Chist Creek, there 
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were also some water management problems on Road 3-3-19 through 21, and 
there is an old bridge spanning a bedrock canyon on 3-3-19, but again, these 
have a low residual risk due to the low slope gradients. There are 2-3 log 
stringers left of the bridge crossing of Chist Creek, however, it not possible 
for machinery to access the site. The stringers present a low hazard to the 
creek once they eventually collapse.  

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Photo 1. Road failure on Road 3-3-13, in Chist Creek which can likely be attributed to 
unmanaged drainage. 
 
 Hunter: Overall, the deactivation of the roads in Hunter Creek appears to be 

effective, most of the waterbars and cross-ditches are functioning. There are a 
few remaining culverts on some segments of the roads (Road 5-200), but they 
are backed up by cross-ditches and waterbars. WBC’s have been removed 
from the roads and the streams restored at those crossings. There were some 
areas of standing water on the roads, in existing ditches and in cross-ditches 
(notably on Roads 5-200 and 5-1000-20), but they were in areas of low slope 
gradients and bedrock controlled terrain and therefore has a low terrain 
stability hazard. I observed one slide within an existing cutblock upslope of 
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Road 1000-16, but it was not associated with any roads. The slide originated 
from the upslope block boundary. 

 Kitimat River: This area includes the 5-5-* road networks. Overall, the roads 
are located in stable rocky terrain and therefore have a low terrain stability 
hazard. I did not observe any areas of tension cracks or sliding from the 
roads. Again, there were areas of standing water on the 5-5-7 roads. As well, 
it appears that there are only cross-ditches at stream crossings and the cross-
ditches appeared to be at a fairly low density but the roads are located on 
rocky low-gradient terrain so further deactivation work should be a low 
priority as the road has a low residual risk.  

 Bolton Creek: There are several very large slides in this valley, due to the road 
construction across deep valley fills. The roads have been deactivated and it 
appears that material has been pulled back in many areas. However, there 
have been some recent failures on Branch Road 5-1200-4 despite previous 
deactivation prescribed and supervised by the Ministry of Forests and 
implemented by Skeena Sawmills. Further pullback on this road will reduce 
the residual risk of further failures from high to moderate, however, the road 
has been heavily deactivated already so accessing the site will be difficult. For 
the most part, though, the scale of disturbance of existing slides from the 
road networks in the valley is at a level too great to be mitigated by further 
deactivation works and further work would likely be extremely costly, due to 
accessibility and safety issues. There are several failures on Branch Road 5-
1200-6, but they originate from gullies upslope of the road, and further 
deactivation work would not be effective in addressing the unstable gully 
systems.  
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Photo 2. Recent deactivation works in Bolton Creek by the Ministry of Forests included 
pullback a significant section of road; however, there appear to be recent failures from 
the road since the deactivation works were completed.   

 
 Bolton Creek continued: Again, there are several areas of unstable roads in 

this valley, notably 5-1100-9, 5-1100-10, 5-1100-8, and 5-1100-14. The issues 
in this watershed are both failing cutslopes and fillslopes along with 
instability at some stream crossings. There are areas where steep cutslopes in 
loose surficial materials are failing onto the road and likely causing water 
concentration and/or redirection of water onto unstable fillslopes. It appears 
that pullback of this raveled material has occurred already, but the cutslopes 
continue to ravel onto and across the road (see Photos 4 and 5). It appears 
that some of this failed material is resulting in instability of the fillslope. 
There is also a large wood box culvert remaining in the road at 5-11-9 (see 
Photo 3) that is failing into a high energy stream. The approaches to the 
WBC are eroding and failing and there is enough fill on top of the WBC that 
total failure of the WBC would deliver a large amount of material to the 
creek, which would be transported downstream (possibly as a debris flow). 
There are also fillslope failures on the approach to the WBC crossing. Further 
pullback of the failing sections of the road and increasing the density of 
cross-ditches with the assumption that some will become in-filled due to 
cutslope failures will lower the residual risk of the road to low with some 
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areas of moderate residual risk due to the failing cutslopes. As well, Road 5-
1100-8, which is located upslope of 5-1100-9, is failing due to cutslope and 
gully failures, and these failures are travelling downslope to impact 5-1100-9, 
further adding to the instability observed along this road.,  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Photo 3. – Large WBC and failing sidecast material on Branch Road 5-1100-9 in Bolton 
Creek. Pullback of the fillslope and removal of derelict drainage structures will help 
lower the residual risk to downslope resource. 
 
 

Photos 4 and 5– 
Note significant 
ravelling and failure 
of cutslopes 
constructed in 
deep, loose surficial 
materials depositing 
material onto road 
in Bolton Creek.  
Note that despite 
previous pullback, 
material is sliding 
across the road and 
onto the downslope 
terrain below the 
road. 
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Photo 5. See caption above. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 South Hirsch: There are several remaining bridges, culverts and WBC 

structures on the several of the roads, namely 9-500-3 through 9-500-8 and 9-
9-8, including the bridge at 8 km on the mainline, along with some very large 
failures. While accessing this site is very difficult, the remaining drainage and 
crossing structures are of concern because they are on high-energy streams 
and could disrupt stream flow and restoration of natural hydrologic 
networks. As well, failing drainage structures can divert water to unstable 
ground and could result in large scale failures as occurred on the South 
Hirsch Mainline. While the largest slide did not appear to deposit in the 
creek, sediment entering the streams will be transported to South Hirsch 
Creek. I have recommend that if sufficient funds are available and machinery 
can safely access the sites, deactivation works should focus on removing any 
remaining drainage and crossing structures and ensure that there are 
sufficient cross-ditches along the roads. There are some significant slides in 
the valley that are at a scale that further deactivation works will be ineffective 
at resolving the continued instability, however, it may be possible that 
addressing water management issues and pulling back some areas of fill could 
at least reduce the rate of failure and raveling at those sites. 

 Bowbyes Creek: this road has been partially deactivated but is used by 
snowmobilers and off-road vehicles. I did not observe any significant issues 
that require attention on this road.  
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 Little Wedeene River: The road network in Little Wedeene has been 
deactivated however, there is a slide off of Branch 2-200-4 but it is likely due 
to debris flow deposits on the road interrupting or redirecting water to 
unstable terrain. There is a new slide on Road 21-2-2 in deep valley fills that 
has already been pulled back so further deactivation work would likely be 
ineffective.  

 Dahl Creek: This is a very active valley in terms of mass-wasting; however, 
many of the slides are originating from upslope gully systems and open slope 
slides. I observed one old fillslope failure that deposited on low-gradient 
terrain below. Branch Road 21-300-6 appears to be impacted by several slides 
from upslope gullies and cutslope failures. There is little to no water 
management in some areas of the valley, however, due to low slope gradients, 
and/or lack of deep fills, there appears to be a low terrain stability hazard 
associated with the current state of the road network, however, the road 
could become unstable due to upslope mass wasting events, but this issue 
cannot be addressed through conventional road deactivation works. 

 Raley Creek: Similar to Bolton Creek, there are some very large failures in 
this valley, and most are associated with road building across deep valley fills, 
but again they are at a scale that further conventional deactivation works 
would be ineffective in mitigating the present state of the road. The roads are 
largely deactivated and in some areas. I observed a large failure in deep valley 
fills downslope of Road 21-600-3, but did not observe a direct link to the 
road; however, it is likely that concentration of road drainage caused the slide. 
There is a road failure on Branch Road 21-20-2 that has eroded into the road 
running surface and material is being transported to Raley Creek. It appears 
that the headscarp in raveling, however, the transport and run-out zones of 
the failure is revegetating with deciduous vegetation, indicating that the slide 
is stabilizing (see Photo 6). Pullback of the headscarp and ensuring that the 
road drainage is adequately managed will lower the residual risk of the road 
from high to low. 
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Photo 6. Fillslope failure on Road 21-20-2 in Raley Creek. There appears to be 
continued failure of the headscarp, however the transport and run-out zones of the 
slide are revegetating. Pullback of the headscarp would lower the residual risk to 
downslope resources.  
 

 Wedeene River: There are extensive failing cutslopes in deep till along the 2-
1000-* roads (notably 2-1000-12A, 2-1070-2) that are depositing a great deal 
of material onto the roads, however, deactivation works would likely have 
little effect on stabilizing the cuts. Ensuring that there is adequate water 
management on the road (assuming that some cross-ditches will be in-filled 
by the raveling cutslopes) will maintain a low residual risk for this road 
network. There is an existing slide off of the end landing of 2-1020-2, but it 
appears that the majority of the material has already failed and further 
pullback and deactivation works would be unnecessary and ineffective in 
mitigating the slide. 

 Coldwater River: I observed areas of standing water on the roads, but the 
road network is located on low-gradient terrain and therefore has a low 
terrain stability hazard. I observed that there is some channel avulsion of the 
Coldwater River at the bridge crossing, however, there is a low stream 
channel gradient at that location and the channel does not appear to be 
eroding significantly into its banks. 
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5.0 DISCUSSION 

Overall, past road deactivation works have been mostly effective at achieving the 
assumed goals of road deactivation – namely restoring drainage networks and 
preventing or addressing issues with stability of the road prism. There were 
several road networks where I observed standing or ponding water on the road 
running surface or in cross-ditches, but the roads are located on low-gradient 
and/or rocky terrain and therefore have a low residual risk to downslope 
resources. The road deactivation was perhaps not completely effective in terms of 
water management; however, the low residual risk negates the necessity for 
further deactivation works. 
 
However, there were some areas, such as in South Hirsch, Raley and Bolton 
Creeks, where there have been very large slides at least 100 – 200 m in length in 
the past, resulting in total and continued destabilization of the hillside and road 
networks. Mitigation in the form of further conventional road deactivation will 
have a negligible effect on this instability. The slides have occurred in very deep 
valley fills that continue to ravel and fail. In cases such as these, further 
stabilization work would be extremely costly and largely ineffective at rectifying 
the situation. Simply accessing those sites could be difficult, expensive and 
potentially dangerous to machine operators as the slides have undermined or 
completely obliterated the road prism, as is the case in South Hirsch Creek, 
McKay Creek, and Bolton Creek. 
 
One watershed that stood out as being suitable for future deactivation works is 
the South Hirsch road network. There are several log bridges, metal culverts, 
wood-box culverts, fillslope failures and unmanaged drainage issues remaining on 
the roads. The roads in question include Branch Roads 9-9-8, 9-500-0 through 9-
500-8, and 9-100-4. However, there is a very large slide on the South Hirsch 
Mainline that will severely limit if not completely block access to the watershed. 
There are no bridges across South Hirsch Creek; but according to West Fraser 
staff it may be possible to walk a machine across the creek. The goal of the 
deactivation would be to remove remaining infrastructure in order to lower the 
residual risk of stream and drainage diversion onto potentially unstable terrain. 
Deactivation work on or near the large failures could help to reduce the rate of 
failure and to ensure that water is being adequately managed in areas of unstable 
terrain, however, there is likely little that can be done to stabilize the large 
existing failures. 
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Another site with severe continued stability problems is Bolton Creek, on roads 
5-1100-6 through 5-1100-10 and 5-1100-8. There is at least one large WBC 
remaining the road that is severely compromised and the approach to the WBC is 
actively failing into a high energy stream. As well, raveling cutslopes have 
deposited a great deal of material onto the road, which is in some places sliding 
across the road and travelling down the fillslope. There are also other areas of 
fillslope failure along this road, specifically on the approaches to the WBC. Road 
5-1100-8 is actively failing and causing debris to travel down to the Road 5-1100-
9 below. I recommend that pullback of failing material, removal of remaining 
drainage and crossing structures and ensuring that there are sufficient cross-
ditches along the road will lower the high residual risk to low with areas of 
moderate residual risk. 
 
Branch Road 5-1200-4 in McKay Creek has previously been deactivated by the 
Ministry of Forests and Skeena Sawmills; however there have been some recent 
failures since deactivation was completed. Further pullback along this road will 
lower the existing moderate residual risk to low, but as the road has already been 
heavily deactivated, it may be difficult and costly to access the recent failures. 
 

Another site where a limited amount of work is required, but would address 
some residual risk is on Branch Road 3-3-13 in Chist Creek. There are some 
culverts remaining in the road, a bridge remaining across a creek and some 
fillslope failures along the road. Debris is being transported to Chist Creek. 
Further deactivation works, including removing drainage structures and restoring 
the hydrologic networks, will lower the current moderate residual risk to low. As 
well, pullback of 3-3-15, where there is extensive tension cracking and slumping 
of the existing road prism (but no visible failures at present) will lower the 
moderate residual risk to low. 
 

6.0 CONCLUSIONS 

After considering the present condition of the inspected roads, the residual risk 
to downslope resources and the effectiveness in further deactivation works in 
lowering residual risks to the watersheds, I suggest that the watersheds with the 
highest priority for deactivation are: 
 

 South Hirsch Creek– removal of remaining infrastructure in order to 
lower the hazard of stream channel avulsion and drainage diversion to 
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potentially unstable terrain and to address some areas of existing 
instability. 

 Bolton Creek – removal of a large WBC, pullback of fillslopes, 
stabilization of cutslopes in order to lower the residual risk of road prism 
failures and debris flows to Bolton Creek 

 Bolton Creek – further pullback of failing fillslopes in order to address 
the residual  

 Chist Creek– removal of remaining infrastructure, minor pullback and 
water management. This project would likely have significantly lower 
costs that the above watersheds, but the existing issues on the road have 
only a moderate residual risk as compared the much higher residual risk of 
the roads in South Hirsch, Bolton and McKay Creeks. 

 
Accessibility to the prioritized sites will be a determining factor in the viability of 
further deactivation projects in the above watersheds. 
 
 
 
Prepared by: Reviewed by: 
 

*This is a digitally signed duplicate of the 

official manually signed and sealed document. 

 
Victoria Stevens, B.Sc., G.I.T. Gordon Butt, M.Sc., P.Geo. 
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7.0 LIMITATIONS 

This report provides an assessment of permanent road deactivation works and an 
assessment of potential for terrain instability of roads in the condition at the 
time of the assessment. Evaluation of these hazards is based on judgment and is 
inherently imprecise. Deactivation assessments presented within this report are 
designed to reduce the risk of terrain instability. The conclusions and 
recommendations are based on experience in similar logged or roaded terrain. 
The investigation involved a overview-level inspection from a low-level 
helicopter flight. No other surface or subsurface investigation was performed, 
and no laboratory tests were conducted. The recommendations contained in this 
report pertain only to the roads at the time of the inspection. Geological 
conditions other than those indicated above may exist on the site. If such 
conditions are observed, Madrone Environmental Services Ltd. should be 
contacted so that this report may be reviewed and amended accordingly. 
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APPENDIX A – Effectiveness Assessment of On-shore TFL 
deactivated roads 

 

Abbreviations used in spreadsheet: 

WMI – water management issues. Further work would include installing cross-
ditches; ensuring existing cross-ditches are functioning, restoring streams, 
removal of remaining drainage culverts  

PB – pullback of fillslope / sidecast material 

N/A – No action required 



Location Road Name Deactivated? Concern / Issues / Observations Residual Risk Consequence Access
Recommended 

Priority Action
Site # on 

Map

Schulbackhand 3-0-6 Y
Abundant material on road from gullies has created water management issues, but 
no apparent failures or instabilty Low Material to Schulbackhand Creek Y Low Minor WMI 1

Chist 3-3-7 Y minor water on road Low Material to Chist Creek Y Low Minor WMI
Chist 3-3-10 Y Minor slide has removed material to bedrock Low Material to lower roads NO Low Minor WMI
Chist 3-3-9 Y Minor standing water on road Low Material to Chist Creek NO Low Minor WMI

Chist 3-3-13
Y w/ residual 
infrastructure

Failure of fillslope, remaining culvert in road, bridge remains in road, failures below 
road likely due to poor water management Moderate Material to Chist Creek NO High

WMi, pull 
bridge, pull 
culvert, PB 
fillslop 2

Chist 3-3-15 Y Abundant tension cracks after burning, road slumping Moderate Material onto 3-3-13 (mainline) NO Medium PB 14
Chist 3-3-15A Y N/A - road is on flats Low N/A NO Low N/A
Chist 3-3-17 Y N/A - road is on flats, no observed issues Low N/A NO Low N/A

Chist 3-3-19 Y water on road, bridge remaining on bedrock canyon Low Material to Chist Creek NO Low
Pull bridge, 
WMI

Chist 3-3-21 Y water on road Low Material to Chist Creek NO Low WMI 
Hunter 5-100-1 Y N/A Low Material to lower roads NO Low N/A

Hunter 5-200 Y
one culvert remaining in road, WBC's have been pulled, standing water in cross-
ditches Low Material to lower roads NO Low

pull culvert, 
WM 4

Hunter 5-1000 Y No observed instability Low Material to lower roads NO Low N/A
Hunter 5-1000-20 Y Standing water on road, but benchy, bedrock controlled, flat Low Material to lower roads NO Low WMI 5
Hunter 5-1000-16 Y Landslide in block from top boundary, no association with road Low Material to lower roads N Low Minor WMI 6
Kitimat River 5-5-13 Y Standing water at road junction with mainline, old slide to gully Low Material to Kitimat River Y Low WMI 7
Kitimat River 5-5-7 Y Rocky, no water issues Low Material to lower roads Y Low N/A 9
Kitimat River 5-1000-6 Y standing water in a few locations, rocky Low Material to lower roads Y Low WMI

Bolton 5-1200-4

Y (by MOF/ 
Skeena 
Sawmills)

recent failures in deep surficial materials, further pullback of road sidecast may help
prevent further failures High Material to Bolton Creek NO Medium PB, XD 10

Bolton 5-1200-6 Y
failing gullies from upslope of road but has been deactivated, further works likely 
ineffective High Material to Bolton Creek NO Medium PB, XD

Bolton 5-1100-9 Y heavy erosion of WBCs, culverts, gully crossings, fillslope failures High Material to Bolton Creek
Bridge in but in 
poor condition High

PB, XD, 
remove 
drainage 
structures 13

Bolton 5-1100-12 Y water on road but road is on flat terrain Low Material to Bolton Creek N Low WM

Bolton 5-1100-10 Y
Road has been pulled back, material not reaching creek, cutslope is failing and 
causing most of issues High Material N High PB, XD 14

Bolton 5-1100-8 Y fillslope failures in till, failures crossing lower mainline High Material to Bolton Creek

Bridge in but in 
poor condition; 
West Fraser to 

assess High PB, XD 11

Bolton 5-1100-14 Y active failures on road, some existing pullback, but fillslope still failing High Material to Bolton Creek

Bridge in but in 
poor condition; 
West Fraser to 

assess Medium PB, XD 10

Bolton 5-1100-6A Y insufficient cross-ditch frequency, but appears effective, some culverts remain Low Material to Bolton Creek

Bridge in but in 
poor condition; 
West Fraser to 

assess Low XD 15



Location Road Name Deactivated? Concern / Issues / Observations Residual Risk Consequence Access
Recommended 

Priority Action
Site # on 

Map

Bolton 5-1100-6 Y fillslope failures in till, failures crossing lower mainline High Material to Bolton Creek

Bridge in but in 
poor condition; 
West Fraser to 

assess Medium XD, PB 12
Bolton 5-1155-2 Y existing slides but deactivated, further works likely ineffective Moderate Material to Bolton Creek N Low PB, XD 16

South Hirsch 9-9-8 N
culverts and woodboxes remaining in road, 1 gully depositing on road, possible 
water diversion onto road but presently crossing road, rocky sidecast material Low Material to Hirsch

No bridge; West 
Fraser to assess Medium XD 1

South Hirsch 9-500-3 thru 8 partially bridges remain in creeks, could block if failed, fillslope failures, WBC's in creeks Moderate Material to Hirsch

 Questionable - 
Access to be 

assessed by West 
Fraser High

remove 
bridge, XD 2

South Hirsch 9-500-0 partially large failure on South Mainline, did not deposit in river, 8km bridge still installed, High Material to Hirsch
Bridge in but in 
poor condition High

remove 
bridge, XD 3

South Hirsch 9-100-4 partially
failures in Dino's broadcast burn near end of road, road almost completey gone at 
corner High Material to Hirsch NO High

PB, remove 
WBC's, XD 4

South Hirsch 9-450-0 / 2 partially lower gradient terrain, no issues observed Low Material to Hirsch NO Low XD, WM

South Hirsch 9-100-2 / 9-110-2 partially
recreation road with external maintenance provider, culverts and WBC's installed, 
no obvious signs of instability Low material to low gradient terrain below Y Low N/A

Bowbyes Creek 21-110-4 partially
recreationally used by snowmobilers, minor water on road, hole in road, bridge still 
in, metal grates in Low Material to Bowbyes Creek Y Low

pull bridge, 
XD's

Little Wedeene 2-200-4 Y
slide off of road, debris flows crossing the road, no indication of diverted water 
causing slide. Rockslides from cutslope as well High Material to Dahl Creek ? Medium PB, WM 1

Little Wedeene / 21-200-2 partially New slide in deep valley fill, has been pulled back already High Material to Dahl Creek ? Medium PB, WM 2

Dahl 2-300 partially

Debris flows crossing road from upslope canyons, old fillslope failure, no water 
management in many areas, but appear to be low hazard. Very active valley but 
few of the slides appear associated to road construction / maintenance. Moderate Material to Dahl Creek ? Low PB, WM

Dahl 21-300-5 partially
Complete hillside failure in deep valley fill, road complete gone at end, further work 
likely ineffective High Material to lower roads NO Low PB

Raley 21-600-3 partially
Deep unstable valley fills. Large failure downslope of road but does not appear to 
be associated with road HIgh Material to Raley Creek NO Low PB, WM 3

Raley 21-20-2 partially Fillslope failure has eroded into running surface High Material to Raley Creek ? Medium PB, WM 4

Wedeene 2-1000 Roads partially
Failing till cutslopes, on 2-1000-12A, 2-1070-2. Slide off end landing on 2-1020-2. 
Further work likely ineffective. Low Material to lower roads ? Low

PB, cutslope 
buttressing 5, 6,7

Wedeene 2-800 roads Y

Most of road network on flat terrain, gullies appear stable, one small road fillslope 
failure onto flat terrain below, standing water on road, road impacted by avalanches 
in some areas but little resulting instability Low material to low gradient terrain below ? Low WM

Wedeene 2-281-0 Y Large slide off of road, road previously deactivated, further work likely ineffective Moderate Material to creek below ? Low PB, WM 8

Coldwater 1400 Y

Standing water on road, however roads on mostly low-gradient terrain. There is 
some channel avulsion of Coldwater Creek at the bridge crossing, however, doesn't
appear to be causing significant instability due to low channel gradients Low material to low gradient terrain below ? Low WM




